Greetings to all our Satanic People and Comrades.

I have been seeing around this thing about the Earth being...Flat. Now everyone who knows science of the first grade, they know this is not the case. I am aware the Flat Earthers and their arguments. All this comes from the Bible, which is a book of lies that states the world is 6000 years old, because this is when the jews showed up as a "Race" on the planet, go figure. Even as far back as in Ancient Greece we have written proof that the Earth was observed to be the shape of a sphere.

Now without overly talking on this subject, I just want to relate how this stupidity began. As all of you know, the Bible is a book written by people that had occult knowledge. It gives guides to jewish ritual murder and sacrifice, while on other places, it has other spiritual and "ethical" (ethics of murderous judaism) so the enemy can teach their children since infancy.

For those that do not belong to the jewish race (the Goyim, Gentile Slaves) it’s obvious that since they completely lack spiritual knowledge, these people do not know and cannot understand the occult essence of what is within the book, it become a book of tales. Most of what these people know about this book, in any way, is basically created by the jews themselves. Same as the commentaries to happenings, events, and even fabricated scientific evidence. That many people prone to believing in fairytales have unfortunately, believed to be literal. Of course, jewish magick made that happen for reasons well known to most of you here.

So now in regards to the Earth being flat. This has to do with the portion of the body from the base chakra and down. The base chakra is also called "Earth" in the texts. "The Earth cracked open", "fire came from the Earth" (energy going upwards) and other such things are in the Bible. The base Chakra is also associated with Saturn, the Earth, the Earth element. And roots the 4 elements
within the Soul, or what in some other books is referred to, as the "Tetrapolar Magnet" as some are familiar with the term.

The tying of all these is made up on a "Flat" surface, when its observed Astrally, on the base chakra where the body is seated (hips, front pelvic and rear pelvic area). From there on the legs attach to the literal Earth. It's like this Chakra is holding the "Tetrapolar Magnet" or the front, back, right and left side of the body, forms a flat cross. The Chakra itself is a vortex or pool of light etc., but it connects with these 4 points.

Somehow from this emerged that the "Earth" became flat, from Gentile spiritual ignorance. Then, in order to prove the kikes right, the Gentiles tried making up story after story to justify that have been sold the greatest lie in human history. And the jews naturally laugh about it and spit on their face as usual.

The "Earth" is the center of consciousness of the self, like, self-awareness. People with a debilitated Saturn in their chart have "flight" issues in that they cannot stay within their own "head". For instance, you can see the lying book is entirely wrong, but the deeper meaning is stolen from Egypt. Erm, the Earth obviously moves. It actually moves all the freaking time. But well the bible said it doesn't. Jew's word for real.

Psalm 104:5 ESV / 50 helpful votes

"He set the earth on its foundations, so that it should never be moved."

Little do idiots know, that the Rabbis do not believe in the "New Testament" simply because "Jesus" never existed and the whole books such as these of "Revelations" have to do with what the jews could gather from other texts that talked about the people who finished the Magnum Opus. This is why the kikes double talk and say they do not approve of Jesus but their savior is/will be/ Jesus or Yashua. They do not talk of the guy in the stories that they wrote.

They just hope he shows up, they initiate him, and they make him a world leader above all people. They do not talk of any "Second Coming" of any person that existed, but rather, the "second coming" of their "Jesus/Yeshua" after he will have in their wet dream, accomplished the "Rising of the Serpent", after his "crucifixion" and initiation into the occult mysteries.

He will die (get to the Nigredo stage of the Magnum Opus) and come up again,
as a "One with God", ready to guide the kikes to victory over all other people. This is a common thing as in the story of Hercules, that returned from Hades. *Jewsus himself is known to have went to..."hades"*. Well, since Hades is part of the Pagan tradition, why did Jewsus get there?

Well, Hercules descended to Hades as well and returned, same as any other allegory of the Solar "God", savior of their people etc. The story of Jewsus is just a stolen allegory of such.

The Jews "CRUCIFYING JESUS" was a fulfillment of the Jewish "prophecy". According to it the Jewish messiah *HAD* to be crucified and initiated in the mysteries. He had to be a Rabbi like the Jews themselves, or the "Priest/King" or "King Philosopher" archetype of the Ancient Pagan World... Jewsus HAD to be CRUCIFIED in order to FULLFILL the Jewish "PROPHECIES".

The Jews did nothing wrong, even in their own made up lying story. They spiritually did what was right, initiate their "leader" into the Occult, and assisted him in any way possible, to "elevate" him. This is why the kikes state their "Messiah" is supposed to be born in Israel, have a Jewish mother, be initiated and such. Jewsus was also a Rabbi until the point he became "One with God", so they basically talk of a Rabbi who has supposedly done the "Great Work" or "Magnum Opus".

Which they cannot even do get one most probably (have been trying for 2000 years straight, while in Germany the Antichrist showed up on his own, because he really existed, while the Jew tries to create him) but this is another whole issue. It's more of just wishful thinking plus magick. If you want to know about "enlightened leaders" of the Jews, look at Trotsky, Stalin, Lenin etc.

This is why Rabbi Jewsus openly states that he didn't come to destroy the "old law" (Torah), but complete it, accomplish it into reality. This is also, his support to the Torah, as Torah means "law". The "not even one jot" (Hebrew letter Yod) or "not a stroke of a pen" is actually about how not one LETTER must be changed in the Hebrew Torah, until "everything is accomplished" (manifested into reality for the jews).

I have covered this in the exposing Torah PDF and why this is so bizarrely important. It seems the-to-never-exist Rabbi Yashua, doesn't want one letter changed either. Why Rabbi Jesus? Because of what I wrote into this PDF.
You might want to study it. In the jew's own words:

Matthew 5:17,18,19

Rabbi Yashua/Jesus speaks:

"17 - Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I have not come to abolish them, but to fulfill them.
18 - For I tell you truly, until heaven and earth pass away, not a single jot, not a stroke of a pen, will disappear from the Law until everything is accomplished.
19 - So then, whoever breaks one of the least of these commandments and teaches others to do likewise will be called least in the kingdom of heaven, but whoever practices and teaches them will be called great in the kingdom of heaven...."

Crucifixion is a major theme in all the Pagan Religions and it doesn't symbolize negativity, but rather, the fixing of the energies so one Human being can become a God. If he wasn't "crucified" (Like Odin who later became a God for his people) he couldn't rule over them as a Godman. This has to do with the Magnum Opus.

The stupid "Goyim"™ making all of this physical gibberish, do think that jewsus was "killed" by them and somehow make a slob story about it, but in reality, this means that this person would arise hopefully in the belly of the jewish race, been taught by the Rabbis the necessary things, then achieve a version of the Magnum Opus and bring the "New World Order" of the jews, their "Zion" and their paradise.

The leader of the kikes, they hope they are an ascended master that will lead them to victory over all other Gentile Races, totally jewish in word, deed and action, a real studied person of their "law", its living "fulfillment". What they are going to do after this, is all over the Torah, bible and Rabbinical sayings. The jews themselves, do meditate, do spiritual warfare and they do anything an Ancient Spiritual caste was supposed to do.

From this caste were to arise the leaders of the Jewish Race and lead them to victory over Gentiles. "Yashua/Jesus" is actually their final "leader" that will finish the job for all of them. The New Testament is a writing of how good he will be to them and the list goes, with the Revelation and other books showing its plans of Humanity. The writings of Rabbis and such do fill in for the details. Such as:
When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves. Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D

"Extermination of the Christians [Goyim] is a necessary sacrifice." Yalkut 245c

Christians is a code word among Rabbis for those who are Gentiles and believe into the lie of christ. One CANNOT have spiritual knowledge, be studied one (as the jews call themselves) and believe in Christ. This is why they consider this an attack to their whole Race and they exorcise these people as stupid. It's the same thing as, let's say, in a Pagan Nation, you have idiots who see people levitating in front of them and believe this to be a "fake". This is like how the jews say "Goy", Gentile animal, one who lacks knowledge, in aware Gentile etc.

It's like saying, we are the wise ones, they are the bluffed one for they believe literally in the christian slob story. [Christians=Gentiles=Goyim, those who read the jewish texts without being jews and as thus believing the faiytails of the jews] The Sacrifice of these people must take place (like WW1, WW2, Civil wars, etc.) so enough energies are funneled to the Jew World Order. This is why the enemy is a warmonger, along with other reasons.

Only the stupid Goyim™ believe that the jews carried a Shoah™ for their own Yashua/Jesus™. Why? Lack of spiritual knowledge. And the kikes laugh and funnel the Gentile's energies and souls, destroy their states, steal their wealth and the list goes.

This is why they generally talk about the "Return" of "Jesus", reject that he existed literally, but the jews of course aren't stupid to affirm that "Jesus/Yeshua" existed before physically. They know he never did. This is why they do not believe in any "Second Coming". They say he will exist after, establish Zion etc. The mere details are for the Goy™ who lack knowledge and cannot discern between spiritual, political motivation and jewish Agenda. Part of the jews calling us Goyim has to do with the lack of spiritual knowledge. Without this, people remain locked into the base chakra and into this level of consciousness.

They know that they are trying to funnel energies into bringing this person into being, no different than other "Heathen" Nations had their prominent Leaders etc. The jews however formulated these writings into a guide to create a "New World Order", and follow these verbatim, to be "on the spot" with what they need to be doing and make the masses believe that all this is a plan of "God".
Revelation 7:1 ESV / 11 helpful votes

After this I saw four angels standing at the four corners of the earth, holding back the four winds of the earth, that no wind might blow on earth or sea or against any tree.

The "4 Angels" are stolen from the 4 Crowned Princes that rule the 4 Directions, and the 4 elements. As you can see, they guard the Earth, the Base Chakra, which is where these 4 Directions align.

Revelation 21:1 ESV / 27 helpful votes

"Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away, and the sea was no more. "

This for instance is in regards to the "new" or "drossed out" body that gives rise after the Rising of the Serpent. This is also the Ascent of the kike into "heaven". The new "Earth" and the new "Heaven" is the new consciousness as well. This is again, stolen, and wishful thinking of the Rabbis to create a "Risen Messiah" that will destroy their enemies.

2 Peter 3:5 ESV / 21 helpful votes

"For they deliberately overlook this fact, that the heavens existed long ago, and the earth was formed out of water and through water by the word of God, "

This above is stolen from the story of Marduk, who shaped the universe and Mankind through the primordial Waters of Tiamat and the Heavens. Its again stolen verbatim.

When a Soul must be created, the part of the Soul that is associated with the Base chakra is what is created first, as this is the seat of the "1" consciousness, as in separated and autonomous. The Solar plexus is more of what an "Ego" or "Sense of Self" is.

Now about the "Animals" and the "Humans" or even the... "Dinosaurs" co-existing with Humans, this is another allegory. This has to do with the powers of the Soul and the elements. Light, "Darkness", the 4 elements, male and female energy, the "Animals" being the Chakras and the abilities of the human being associated with the Zodiac signs, Heaven the Crown, Earth the Base, Sky the in-between and the list goes on. In many occult paintings, one will see the heads of animals
in the place of the Chakras, or in many places of the bodies. This is to show at which astrological time one is to work on a certain chakra, for instance, or the ruling zodiac sign over a chakra.

People need to wake up before it is too late...Keep up the Reversal Torah Rituals and they shall be spiritually destroyed... In "heavens" and "earth" alike.
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